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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION AND ORIENTATION 

Everyone in the course of his daily living must to some extent move about in his 
environment. And in so moving he may be said to take paths. Yet these paths that he takes 
in his environment do not constitute his entire activity. For even when a person is 
comparatively at rest, there is still a continual movement of matter-energy into his system, 
through his system, and out of his system if only in the accomplishment of his metabolistic 
processes. This movement of matter-energy also proceeds over paths. Indeed, a person's 
entire body may be viewed as an aggregate of matter that is in transit at differing speeds 
over different paths within his system. His system in turn moves about as a unit whole over 
paths in his external environment. 

We stress this concept of movement over paths because we shall attempt to 
demonstrate in the course of our following chapters that every individual's movement, of 
whatever sort, will always be over paths and will always tend to be governed by one single 
primary principle which, for the want of a better term, we shall call the Principle of Least 
Effort. Moreover, we shall attempt to demonstrate that the structure and organization of an 
individual's entire being will tend always to be such that his entire behavior will be governed 
by this Principle. 

And yet what is this Principle? In simple terms, the Principle of Least Effort means, for 
example, that a person in solving his immediate problems will view these against the 
background of his probable future problems, as estimated by himself. Moreover he will 
strive to solve his problems in such a way as to minimize the total work that he must expend 
in solving both his immediate problems and his probable future problems. That in turn 
means that the person will strive to minimize the probable average rate of his work-
expenditure (over time). And in so doing he will be minimizing his effort, by our definition of 
effort. Least effort, therefore, is a variant of least work. 

 In the interest of defining and of elucidating the Principle of Least Effort, and of 
orienting ourselves in the problem of its demonstration, we can profitably devote this 
opening chapter to a preliminary disclosure of the Principle, if only on the basis of 
commonplace cases of human behavior that are admittedly oversimplified for the sake of a 
more convenient initial exposition.  

I. THE SELECTION OF A PATH  

Sometimes it is not difficult to select a path to one's objective. Thus if there are two 
cities, A and B, that are connected by a straight level highway  
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with a surface of little friction, then this highway represents simultaneously the shortest, the 
quickest, and the easiest path between the two cities---or, as we might say, the highway is at 
once a path of least distance and of least time and of least work. A traveller from one city to 
the other would take the same path regardless of whether he was minimizing distance, time, 
or work. 

On the other hand, if the two cities happen to be separated by an intervening 
mountain range, then the respective paths of least distance, and of least time, and of least 
work will by no means necessarily be the same. Thus if a person wanted to go by foot from 
one city to another by least distance, he would be obliged to tunnel through the base of the 
mountain chain at a very great expense of work. His quickest course might be over the tops 
of the mountains at a great cost of labor and at great risk. His easiest path, however, might 
be a tortuous winding back and forth through the mountain range over a very considerable 
distance and during a quite long interval of time.  

These three paths are obviously not the same. The foot-traveller between the two 
cities cannot, therefore, simultaneously minimize distance, time, and work in a single path 
between the two cities as the problem now stands. Which path, therefore, will he take? Or, 
since the above case is fairly typical of life's daily problems, in which impediments of various 
sorts obstruct our way, which path do we actually take? Clearly our selection of a path will 
be determined by the particular dynamic minimum in operation. 

II. THE "SINGLENESS OF THE SUPERLATIVE" 

The preceding discussion of the selection of paths not only illustrates the meaning of a 
minimum in a problem in dynamics but also prepares the ground for a consideration of the 
concept of the "singleness of the superlative" 1 which, incidentally, will provide an 
intellectual tool of considerable value for our entire inquiry.  

The concept of the "singleness of the superlative" is simple: no problem in dynamics 
can be properly formulated in terms of more than one superlative, whether the superlative 
in question is stated as a minimum or as a maximum (e.g., a minimum expenditure of work 
can also be stated as a maximum economy of work). If the problem has more than one 
superlative, the problem itself becomes completely meaningless and indeterminate. 

We do not mean that a particular situation will never arise in which the minimizing of 
one factor will not incidentally entail the minimizing of another or other factors. Indeed, in 
our preceding section we noted a situation in which the easiest path between two cities 
might be a straight level highway that also represented the shortest and quickest path. 
Instead we mean that a general statement in dynamics cannot contain more than one 
superlative if it is to be sensible and determinate, since a situation may arise in which the 
plural superlatives are in conflict.  

Perhaps the simplest way to emphasize the singleness of the superlative is to present 
as an example a statement with a single superlative that is meaningful and determinate. 
Then we shall note how meaningless and inde- 
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terminate the statement immediately becomes when a second superlative is added. 

As a suitable example we might take the imaginary case of a prize offered to the 
submarine commander who sinks the greatest number of ships in a given interval of time; in 
this case, maximum number is the single superlative in the problem. Or we might alter the 
terms of the problem and offer a prize to the submarine commander who sinks a given 
number of ships in the shortest possible time; in this second case, time is the minimum; and, 
since it is the only superlative in the statement, the problem is quite meaningful and 
determinate. In either of the above examples the submarine commander can understand 
what the precise terms of the prize are.  

Yet when we offer a prize to the submarine commander who sinks the greatest 
number of ships in the shortest possible time, we have a double superlative -a maximum 
number and a minimum time- which renders the problem completely meaningless and 
indeterminate, as becomes apparent upon reflection.  

Double superlatives of this sort, which are by no means uncommon in present-day 
statements, can lead to a mental confusion with disastrous results.* 

In the present study we are contending that the entire behavior of an individual is at all 
times motivated by the urge to minimize effort.  

The sheer idea that there may be only one dynamic minimum in the entire behavior of 
all living individuals need not by itself dismay us. The physicists are certainly not dismayed at 
the thought that all physical process throughout the entire time-space continuum is 
governed by the one single superlative, least action.** Indeed, the presence of only one 
single  superlative for all physical process throughout the entire time-space continuum can 
even be derived logically from the basic postulate of science that there is a unity of nature 
and a continuity of natural law (in the sense that the same laws of nature govern all events 
in time-space). For, according to this postulate, the entirety of time-space, with all its 
happenings, may be viewed as constituting a single problem in dynamics which in turn can 
have only one single superlative-a superlative which in the opinion of physicists is that of 
least action.4 

By the same token, the sheer idea of there being one single superlative for all living 
process is not in and for itself an a priori incredibility.  

On the other hand, there is also admittedly no a priori necessity for our believing that 
all living process does in fact behave at all times according 

__________ 

*As pointed out years ago, the frequent statement, "in a democracy we believe in the greatest good for 
the greatest number," contains a double superlative and therefore is meaningless and indeterminate. (In Part 
Two we shall see that the distribution of goods and services are in fact governed by a single superlative.) 
Intimately connected with the "singleness of the superlative" is what might be called the singleness of the 
objective whose implications are often overlooked (i.e., the pursuit of one objective may preclude or frustrate 
the pursuit of the second objective). These two concepts apply to all studies in ecology.
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**The principle of least action was first propounded by Maupertuis in the eighteenth century, and has 
been subsequently conceptually sharpened by others.
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to one single invariable superlative, such as that of least effort. That, after all, must first be 
established empirically, as was done with the principle of least action. We can even now 
note how bizarre the effect would be if a person behaved at one moment according to one 
dynamic minimum, and at the next moment according to an entirely different dynamic 
minimum. Nor would the effect be any less bizarre if one person's life were governed 
throughout by one superlative while his neighbor's life followed a totally different 
superlative.  

In order to emphasize the ludicrousness of a variety of different superlatives, let us 
assume that each person consists of two parts, and that each part has a different dynamic 
superlative of its own. For example, let us assume that one part of the person is governed by 
least work while the other is governed by least time. In that case the person will represent 
two distinct problems in dynamics, with the result that he will be, effectively, two distinctly 
different individuals with two distinct sets of dynamical principles. One part of him, in its 
eagerness to save work, might conceivably even "get lost" from the other part of him, in its 
eagerness to save time.  

Nor would the situation be different if we assume that a person now minimizes one 
factor and now another without any single governing principle behind the total 
phenomenon. For if the person's entire metabolistic and procreational system is organized, 
say, for the purpose of minimizing work in all its action, then there would have to be a 
simply staggering alteration of structure and of operation if the person in question were 
suddenly to minimize time. Since sudden alterations of such proportions are unknown, we 
are perhaps not overbold in suspecting a fortiori that an individual's entire activity from birth 
to death is governed throughout by the same one single superlative which, in our opinion, is 
least effort.  

But that is not all. If we remember the extent to which offspring inherit the forms and 
functions of their parents, we may suspect that this inheritance is possible only if the 
offspring also inherit the parental dynamic drive that governs the parental forms and 
functions that are inherited.  

Furthermore, if we view the present-day variety of living process as the result of slow 
evolutionary changes from an initial similarity of form and function, then we can understand 
a fortiori how the one initial single common dynamic superlative might well remain 
unchanged from generation to generation, regardless of how enormous the changes in 
forms and functions might become; and that, in turn, will mean that all individuals, 
regardless of their differences in form and function, will still be governed by the same single 
superlative.  

But though we may argue at length as to the plausibility of one single superlative for all 
living process, yet, even if this were the case, we should still need to disclose what, in fact, 
the particular superlative in question is.  

An actual disclosure of the single hypothetical superlative in question may be difficult 
for quite obvious reasons. If we take our previous example of the two cities with an 
intervening mountain chain, in which the paths of least distance, least time, and least work 
are three different paths, we are obliged in all candor to admit that sometimes one of these 
paths is taken 
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and sometimes another. For that matter, a tunnel may be dug through the base of the 
mountain to save distance, while airplanes are flown over the same mountain to save time, 
while pack horses continue to take the easier and more leisurely winding route. Or, to take 
another case, sometimes the reader will dart through traffic at considerable risk in order to 
save time in crossing a street; and sometimes he will take the longer and safer path to the 
corner, where he will wait for the traffic light. Even if we assume that we are all governed by 
the same one single dynamic superlative, which superlative is it?  

But although the superlatives in the foregoing examples seem to be different, are they 
nevertheless irreconcilable? Before answering this question, let us remember the physicists' 
claim that according to their law of falling bodies, all free-standing bodies will fall (by least 
action) to the earth. Yet, despite this claim, we have all observed how leaves sometimes rise 
in the air, or how birds take off from the ground and fly out of sight, much as if they were 
exceptions to the law of falling bodies. Of course we know from a more careful inspection of 
the problem that these leaves and birds are by no means exceptions to the law of falling 
bodies; on the contrary, if all the factors in the problem are taken into consideration, they 
are behaving quite in accordance to the physical law in question.  

May not the same be true of the three different paths to the other side of the 
mountain? Even though each of these paths may be taken simultaneously by someone, and 
even though a given person may now take one path and now another, there remains the 
possibility that the adoption of one or another by an individual under varying sets of 
circumstances is governed by the operation of some further single dynamic minimum that 
forever remains invariant. In any event, we shall argue that such is the case.  

More specifically, we shall argue that if we view the above types of situations against 
the broad background of the individual's present and future problems, we shall find that an 
extraordinary expenditure of work at one moment, or an extraordinary haste in one 
situation, may simply be temporary devices for reducing the probable rate of the individual's 
work expenditure over subsequent periods of his life.  

In short, we shall argue that the invariable minimum that governs all varying conduct 
of an individual is least effort.  

III. THE PRINCIPLE OF LEAST EFFORT  

Perhaps the easiest way to comprehend the meaning and implications of the Principle 
of Least Effort is to show the inadequacies of sheer least work, to which least effort is closely 
related. This is all the more worth doing because some persons (see below) apparently 
believe that least work is the basic minimum of living process, as often seems to be the case 
in particular situations that are considered out of context.  

If we remember, however, that an individual's life continues over a longer or shorter 
length of time, then we can readily understand how the least work solution to one of his 
problems may lead to results that will 
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inevitably increase the amount of work that he must expend in solving his subsequent 
problems. In other words, the minimizing of work in solving today's problems may lead to 
results that will increase tomorrow's work beyond what would have been necessary if 
today's work had not been completely minimized. Conversely, by expending more work than 
necessary today, one may thereby save still more work tomorrow.  

And, as we have argued about the functional relatedness of today and tomorrow, we 
may argue about the functional relatedness of the entire succession of events throughout 
the individual's whole life, in which the rate of his expenditure of work at one moment may 
affect the minimizing of his work at subsequent moment(s).  

In view of the implications of the above quite obvious considerations, we feel justified 
in taking the stand that it is the person's average rate of work-expenditure over time that is 
minimized in his behavior, and not just his work-expenditure at any moment or in anyone 
isolated problem, without any reference to his future problems.  

Yet a sheer average rate of work-expenditure over time is not an entirely meaningful 
concept, since no mortal can know for certain what his future problems are going to be. The 
most that any individual can do is to estimate what his future problems are likely to be, and 
then to govern his conduct accordingly. In other words, before an individual can minimize his 
average rate of work-expenditure over time, he must first estimate the probable 
eventualities of his future, and then select a path of least average rate of work through 
these.  

Yet in so doing the individual is no longer minimizing an average rate of work, but a 
probable average rate of work; or he is governed by the principle of the least average rate of 
probable work.* 

For convenience, we shall use the term least effort to describe the preceding least 
average rate of probable work. We shall argue that an individual's entire behavior is subject 
to the minimizing of effort. Or, differently stated, every individual's entire behavior is 
governed by the Principle of Least Effort.  

Now that we have described what the Principle of Least Effort is, let us briefly illustrate 
it.  

At the risk of being tedious, let the first example be our previous case of the two 
towns, A and B, that are separated by an intervening mountain range. Here we can see the 
enormous amount of work that could be saved in travel and trade if the two towns were 
connected by a tunnel of least distance through the base of the mountain; we can also see 
the enormous amount of work that it would take to construct such a tunnel. We are simply 
arguing that when the probable cost in work of digging the tunnel is estimated to be less 
than the probable work of not having the tunnel, then, if the necessary work for 
construction is available, the tunnel will be dug. The problem relates, therefore, to the 
probable amounts of work involved, as 

__________ 

* To avoid a possible verbal confusion, let us note that we are not discussing least probable average rate 
of work, but a probably least average rate of work. 
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estimated by one or more persons. Naturally, these persons can have been mistaken in their 
estimates, with the result that the tunnel can either succeed beyond their wildest hopes, or 
dismally fail. For we do not deny that "a person's hindsight is generally better than his 
foresight." We merely claim that a person acts on the basis of his "foresight" -with all that 
that#  will later be found to imply- according to the Principle of Least Effort.  

The above type of argument will also apply to a path of least time over the mountain. 
Thus the enormous cost of flying munitions over the mountain to save time in supplying an 
army in combat on the other side may be more than justified by the future probable work 
that is thereby saved.  

These cases of the different paths to the other side of the mountain represent 
instances of collective action and of collective economies, since, for example, a tunnel 
through a mountain is obviously not constructed by a single person but by the collective 
effort of a great many persons.  

And yet we are not restricted to examples of collective effort in illustrating our 
Principle of Least Effort, which we contend also applies to an individual's own behavior. We 
might take the case of a student whose particular path of least effort out of his classroom 
would seem offhand to be the path that leads from his seat to the nearest aisle, and thence 
out of the door, through the hall, to the nearest stairway. On the other hand, in the event of 
a fire, the student might conceivably prefer to run with least time to the nearest window and 
adopt a path that is simultaneously a path of least work and of least time and of least 
distance to the ground. This path will also be a path of least effort, as estimated by himself, 
even at the risk of months in the hospital with a broken back. Other students may prefer to 
take paths through the smoke-filled corridors. These paths are also paths of least effort, as 
estimated by the students in question. Afterwards, when, as, and if all the students 
foregather, they can decide which of them, in the light of subsequent events, actually were 
the shrewdest gamblers in the sense of having both most correctly comprehended the 
nature and estimated the probabilities of the problem in their lives that was caused by the 
unexpected fire.  

From this second example we note that the operation of the Principle of Least Effort is 
contingent upon the mentation of the individual, which in turn includes the operations of 
"comprehending" the "relevant" elements of a problem, of "assessing their probabilities," 
and of "solving the problem in terms of least effort." We mention this vital consideration of 
mentation right here and now, so that we may prepare ourselves for the task of defining 
mentation, and of showing that the structure and operation of mentation are also governed 
throughout by the Principle of Least Effort# since an individual's mentation is clearly a part 
of his total behavior, and hence subject to our Principle of Least Effort.  

The foregoing examples suffice to illustrate what the Principle of Least Effort is, and 
what its implications may be for everyday problems. By and large, our explanations of the 
above commonplace examples are pretty much in line with the way the reader himself 
would have explained them. We mention this consideration in order to suggest that our 
chief task may not be that of persuading the reader to adopt a totally new way of thinking, 
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but rather of formally describing and of scientifically establishing the basic principle of our 
habitual way of thinking.  

IV. THE SCOPE OF THE PRINCIPLE: "TOOLS-AND-JOBS"  

Our previous examples have illustrated the theoretical operation of the Principle of 
Least Effort in particular situations that involved either individual or collective behavior. 
They did not illustrate, however, our contention that the Principle governs the totality of a 
person's behavior at all times. Since we shall find it necessary to devote considerable space 
to a demonstration of the economy of mentation, which is only a part of a person's total 
behavior, we obviously cannot hope in the course of a few paragraphs to illustrate the 
economy of the totality of a person's behavior by means of one single telling example.  

Nevertheless it may be useful for the sake of preliminary orientation to suggest how a 
great deal of a person's total behavior can be expressed in the form of a simple problem of 
tools-and-jobs whose elements are quite familiar in everyday life. The problem of tools-and-
jobs is the same as the problem of means and ends, or of instruments (or agents) and 
objectives. We shall adopt the homelier term, tools-and-jobs, to emphasize the 
commonplace nature of the problem under discussion.  

Regardless of the terms employed, it is evident upon reflection that according to the 
Principle of Least Effort there are two aspects to the economy of the tools-and-jobs in 
question. In the first place, there is the economy of tools. In the second place, there is the 
economy of jobs.  

To clarify the significance of these two economies, let us briefly illustrate them in 
terms of carpentry tools and carpentry jobs.  

We all know from experience that when a person has a carpentry job to be performed, 
he directly or indirectly seeks a set of carpentry tools to perform the job. And, in general, we 
may say that jobs seek tools.  

But what is often overlooked is the equally obvious fact that when a person owns a set 
of carpentry tools, then, roughly speaking, he directly or indirectly seeks a carpentry job for 
his tools to perform. Thus we may say that tools seek jobs.  

This reciprocal matching of tools to jobs and of jobs to tools may conveniently be 
described by the phrase, tools-seek-jobs-and-jobs-seek-tools.  

Upon further reflection, we note that the concept of this italicized phrase is ultimately 
unsatisfactory because it defines tools in reference to jobs and jobs in reference to tools. 
Hence, unless either the tools or the jobs are fixed, the companion term remains undefined. 
In subsequent chapters, we shall find a third frame of reference that will serve to define 
both tools and jobs in conditions where neither is fixed.  

For the purpose of a preliminary orientation, however, we can illustrate superficially 
some of the more obvious implications of the reciprocal economy of matching tools and jobs 
under the assumption that either the tools or the jobs are fixed. We shall begin with the 
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example of an automobile manufacturer, and then turn to the case of an imaginary person 
called John. 

If the owner of a manufacturing plant has the job of making pleasure automobiles, 
then, theoretically, he will seek to use those tools that will manufacture the automobiles 
with a maximum economy, as is observably the case with all automobile manufacturers. The 
same urge of economy presumably activates the manufacturers of other kinds of goods. In 
short, the kinds of jobs (or objectives) that a person has to perform will determine the kinds 
of tools (or means) that he employs for their performance.  

Nevertheless, the above situation might well be immediately changed with the sudden 
outbreak of war that introduces a whole new set of national jobs –or objectives- while 
suppressing a great many of the erstwhile peacetime ones. During the war the automobile 
manufacturer may no longer be permitted to manufacture his peacetime pleasure cars; and 
the same will doubtless be true of many other kinds of manufactures. That will not mean, 
however, that the manufacturing plants in question will remain idle for the duration of the 
war. On the contrary the plants will be "converted to war work." That is, they will perform 
the new kinds of war jobs.  

What, more precisely, takes place under this "conversion to war work"? Theoretically, 
each plant will seek to perform that particular kind of war job most nearly adapted to its 
present peacetime toolage; that is, it will seek to perform the particular job for which it can 
re-tool with least work (effort). Thus the automobile factory may make tanks, or jeeps, or 
gun carriages of some sort. Generalizing upon this case, we may say that tools-seek-jobs-
and-jobs-seek-tools throughout the entire nation at war.* 

After the war is over, the manufacturers again face the need of "conversion." This does 
not mean that the manufacturers will necessarily revert to production of their prewar lines 
of goods, although they may. They may find it easier to convert their wartime toolage to the 
production of some entirely different kind of peacetime goods. In this conversion to 
peacetime activity, we may again say that tools-seek-jobs-and-jobs-seek-tools.  

The foregoing example of the manufacturing plant is instructive for two reasons. First, 
it shows what might be called the complete relativism of the problem, with little that is 
permanently stable over any extended period of time; for by just such successive steps of 
"adaptive evolution" a plant that begins with the manufacture of microscopes may find itself 
manufacturing perfumes a century later, without a single one of the original kinds of tools 
and processes still employed. Secondly, the example of conversion of tools to war and then 
to peace indicates that our problem of economy is twofold, since it involves not only the 
more familiar important problem of the selection of economical means (tools) but also the 
somewhat less familiar but no less important problem of the selection of economical 
objectives (jobs), in the reciprocal economy of matching tools to jobs and jobs to tools.  

The above example is tendered only to illustrate the general relativism 

__________ 

*The case of the automobile manufacturer is oversimplified, since we have deliberately ignored 
problems of labor, management, and raw materials, which will be treated in detail in Chapters 9 and 11. 
Theoretically, the total supply of war jobs will be distributed to the total supply of manufacturers in such a way 
that the total work of re-tooling and of manufacture of the desired items will be least (cf. Chap. 5) 
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of the fundamental problem of tools-and-jobs as well as the twofold economy of their 
reciprocal matching. Since these two considerations are obviously important in our theory, it 
is not unreasonable for the reader to ask even now just how we may hope to study them 
quantitatively.  

Curiously enough, we shall find in the forms and functions of the entities of human 
speech an almost perfect example of the general relativism of tools and jobs and of the 
twofold economy of selection. For, as we shall later see more specifically, the forms and 
meanings of words represent merely a special case of tools that perform jobs. We shall find 
that the forms and functions of words are quite capable of being studied quantitatively by 
means of the objective methods of empiric science, with results that will be applicable to the 
general economy of all tools and jobs.  

Indeed, it will be the precise information that we gain from a study of the case of 
speech that will suggest how every individual may be viewed in his entirety as a single set of 
integrated tools-and-jobs; and that the total behavior of the individual can be viewed as a 
case in which tools-seek-jobs-and-jobs-seek-tools with a maximum economy of effort. This 
view of an individual as a set of tools-jobs does no violence to our commonsense feelings 
about the matter, as we shall now see as we turn from the case of the automobile 
manufacturer to that of an imaginary person called John who, we shall suppose, is in love 
with Mary. 

John, after work, tidies himself before going to see Mary, who is similarly tidying 
herself to see John. In these two persons we have, theoretically, a case where jobs-seek-
tools-and-tools-seek-jobs. Each may be viewed as both a set of tools and as a set of jobs for 
the other person. Together they face a period of reciprocal adjustment, during which each 
side alters its tools and jobs to effect a more economical "match." In this respect John (or 
Mary) is quite similar to our previously discussed automobile manufacturer, who also had to 
alter his tools and jobs to match them more economically to the jobs and tools of others.  

Yet in saying that John (or Mary) is a set of tools-and-jobs that is seeking a 
complementary set of jobs-and-tools, we are obviously dealing with two different economic 
problems in each person. Thus, in the case of John, there is the first problem of organizing 
John's own individual set of tools in such a way that they will operate with maximum 
economy in performing their jobs of self-support, self-defense, and procreation. Then there 
is the second problem of economically moving John as a unit system of tools over the earth's 
surface in the quest of jobs for his tools and of tools for his jobs (e.g., John seeks Mary). 
Clearly, these two economies to which John is continually subject are not the same. Yet they 
have one salient feature in common: in either case there is always the problem of moving 
matter-energy over paths of least effort, whether the matter-energy thus moved represents 
John's individual tools in operation, or whether it represents John as a total whole.  

In other words, we may say two things about John in reference to our theoretical paths 
of least effort. First, we may say that John is a set of paths over which matter-energy 
proceeds into his system of toolage, through his 
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system of toolage, and out of his system of toolage. Secondly, John, as a unit, takes paths. 
According to our Principle, all these paths, of whatever sort, will be paths of least effort, 
even though John's intrasystematic set of paths may seem to be rigidly stereotyped and 
determinate, whereas John's extrasystematic unit action may seem to be comparatively 
optional and indeterminate. 

Paths of least effort are only probable paths, regardless of the comparative degrees of 
probabilities that the paths in question will be taken. If we now inspect more closely the 
manner in which John selects his extrasystematic path to his rendezvous with Mary, we shall 
gain further insight into the degree of precision to which any path of least effort is 
calculated, and also into the general economy of a perseveration, or a repetition, of activity 
that accounts for the apparently stereotyped rigidity of John's intrasystematic paths.  

To begin, let us ask whether John, in selecting a path of least effort to Mary, will 
perchance take a slide rule and surveyor's transit, and calculate his path to Mary with the 
precision of a civil engineer who is surveying a roadbed for a railway that is to wind through 
a mountain range where every inch counts. Obviously not, and for a very good economic 
reason: the work of calculating a path of least effort must be included in the total work of 
taking the path of least effort. Nothing is gained by calculating a particular path of least 
effort to a greater degree of precision, when the added work of so calculating it is not more 
than offset by the work that is saved by using the more precisely calculated path. John, 
therefore, in selecting an easiest probable path to his objective, will minimize the total effort 
of calculating and of taking the path in question. The same will theoretically be the case of 
every other path of least effort. 

This consideration leads to a second one. If John expects to take the same path 
repeatedly, then he can afford to calculate it more precisely, since the additional work of 
calculation can be distributed over the repeated trips. From this we see that there is an 
inherent economy of effort in repeatedly taking the same paths, since one saves thereby the 
work of repeated calculations. In short, there is an economy in the repetitiveness of one's 
acts of behavior. Thence the growth of "habits."  

We mention this consideration in order to suggest that the intrasystematic paths over 
which John's individual tools behave within his own system will still be paths of least effort, 
even though they may seem to be stereotyped to the point of complete rigidity because of 
the relatively high frequency of recurrence of the action in question. The sheer fact that our 
physiological behavior is highly predictable does not preclude the possibility that it takes 
place over paths of least effort; on the contrary, as we shall later argue in detail, 
intrasystematic paths are stereotyped because they are frequent, and the reverse.  

This view of John as simultaneously both taking paths and being paths leads ultimately 
to a profound question in dynamics that will occupy our attention in the course of our 
demonstration. 

If we restrict our attention to John as a set of paths in reference to 
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which matter-energy moves into John's system, through John's system, and out of John's 
system, we note that there is nothing in this transient matter-energy that can be called 
permanently "John." And since the matter-energy is not  John -or, if one will, since the actual 
physical tools of his system are not  John- what then is John?  

All that is left, according to our theory, is the system of paths itself, over which the 
matter-energy moves while acting in the capacity of being John's tools in operation. Yet does 
even this system of paths represent what is permanently John? Obviously not, since these 
paths are only probable paths and by no means fixed. Indeed, we know that the particular 
system of paths of an aged man are far from being the same as his system of paths when he 
was an embryo. Even as matter-energy is continually moving over paths, so too paths are 
continually changing.  

And yet if all the matter-energy in John's system of tools in operation is transient and 
ephemeral to the system, and if the paths, or processes, are also variable, what, then, is left 
over in the total phenomenon to represent that apparently enduring entity called John?  

This is clearly a primary question that is inherent in our concept of tools-and-jobs and 
one which will confront every other investigator into the field of biosocial dynamics. The 
question is simple: What is John?  

At present we merely point to the existence of this question, which we shall candidly 
face in the course of our demonstration, when we shall attempt to answer it. If we mention 
it now, it is only in order to suggest what is attached to the view that an individual is a set of 
tools-and-jobs which in turn seeks jobs-and-tools.  

We shall later define more precisely what we mean by tools and by jobs and by the 
reciprocal economy of matching the two. Our present discussion of the topic is intended 
merely to indicate the scope of the Principle of Least Effort, and to suggest a possibly fruitful 
manner of studying the problem of the economy of a person's total behavior.  

This total behavior, as we have seen, consists of two economies. John is not only 
subject to the economy of organizing his own individual self; he is also subject to the 
economy of a collective organization with what lies outside his system. For the convenience 
of exposition, we shall divide our demonstration into two parts, the first devoted primarily to 
a discussion of the economy of the organization of the individual, and the second to the 
economy of the organization of the collective group of individuals in reference to each other 
and to the rest of nature.  

We can see from the very nature of the case that the one economy of the individual 
will influence the other economy of the collective group, and the reverse.  

V. PREVIOUS STUDIES  

Now that we have discussed the meaning of the Principle of Least Effort and have 
indicated its general scope, let us review earlier studies of the topic before presenting a 
prospectus of the chief steps of our own ensuing 
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demonstration. We shall begin (A) with the earlier studies of collective human economy, as 
represented by the economists; then (B) we shall consider studies of individual economy as 
conducted by psychologists. This summary review will also serve to let us take a position 
towards these earlier studies. 

A. Collective Economy  

It is questionable whether our analysis of the particular case of the economy of digging 
a tunnel through the mountain added one single consideration that would not have been 
completely covered by the older schools of "classical" or "orthodox" economics. These 
schools have never been in any doubt that the factor that is minimized in such collective 
enterprises is "labor," or work. Nor do they view their topics so narrowly that they fail to 
take into account the concept of risk which, in turn, is intimately connected with the concept 
of probable work. A great deal of economic theory, therefore, belongs to the history of the 
topic we are considering. 

Closely related to the field of economics are the fields of sociology and of cultural 
anthropology, to whose thinking we are also indebted. Earlier quantitative observations in 
these fields, as well as in the field of general biological ecology, will often be referred to in 
the course of our demonstration.  

B. Individual Economy  

Less widely known than the above studies, yet surely no less important, are the studies 
of the factor of work in the motivation of human behavior as conducted with painstaking 
care by experimental psychologists. The results of these studies have led to the theoretical 
formulations of Drs. N. E. Miller and J. Dollard, 5 and to those of Dr. C. L. Hull 6 (see below), 
who is himself an experimentalist. Although the actual experimentation in the field of 
motivation has been too extensive to be discussed in detail here, we shall at least give a 
short account of some of the main steps of the theoretical development of the concept of 
economy. 

Among the very earliest experimentalists to be concerned with the topic of work were 
three persons: (1) Dr. J. A. Gengerelli in his "The Principle of Maxima and Minima in 
Learning," 7 (2) Dr. L. S. Tsai in his "The Laws of Minimum Effort and Maximum Satisfaction in 
Animal Behavior," 8 and (3) Dr. R. H. Waters in his "The Principle of Least Effort in Learning."9 
By the term effort in these titles, the authors without exception mean work. In addition, 
there is also the "principle of least action" that was borrowed wholesale from the physicists 
by Dr. R. H. Wheeler, who advanced it as a primary psychological principle without any 
supporting proof;* we mention Dr. Wheeler's "principle of least action in psychology" 10 lest 
we other- 

 

__________ 

*In the original simple terms of Maupertuis, the principle of least action states that when a mass, M, 
moves from a given point at a given moment of time to another point at another moment of time, it will 
proceed along a course in which the sum of all products of all masses when multiplied by their respective 
distances moved and by their respective velocities will be a minimum. 
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wise seem to be unaware of it; and we discard it for the reason pointed out by Dr. Waters: 
Dr. Wheeler has in fact done nothing scientifically except, at best, to enunciate a postulate 
which he saw fit to make, yet for the validity of which there is not the slightest bit of 
evidence. 

As to the other three persons, Dr. Gengerelli states his Principle of Maxima and 
Minima as follows:  

"The behavior of an organism elicited by a given stimulating situation which 
affords relief to an internal need of that organism tends, with repetition, to approach, 
in terms of time, space, and effort involved, the minimal limit compatible with the 
relief of that need; the nature of the limit being defined by the structure of the 
organism and of the external situation."  

Dr. Tsai in turn states his Law of Minimum Effort as follows:  

"Among several alternatives of behavior leading to equivalent satisfaction of 
some potent organic need, the animal, within the limits of its discriminative ability, 
tends finally to select that which involves the least expenditure of energy."  

Of these two principles, the one by Tsai is preferable because, as Dr. Waters pointed 
out (see below), Tsai frankly recognizes the limiting effect of the discriminative capacity of 
an animal; in short, an animal's "choices" are limited to those of whose existence the animal 
is aware. We should like to point out that both of the above propositions contain terms that 
need to be defined objectively.  

Dr. Waters, after criticizing the above, showed the need of devising experimental 
situations that will separate the respective paths of least work, of least distance, and of least 
time, so that the preferred minimum can be observed. Dr. Waters' own experimental setup 
to this end did not disclose the unambiguous minimum he had expected. The rats in Dr. 
Waters' experimental labyrinth showed a marked preference for paths along a wall -a 
preference that has itself been studied quantitatively with great insight by the physiologist, 
Dr. W. J. Crozier11 and G. Pincus. 

Dr. Waters presented quite cautiously a rationalization of his observations in terms of 
least work, to which he added many qualifications that merit careful study. In closing his 
argument, Dr. Waters made the following statement (p. 17):  

"Thus Theseus, after slaying the minotaur, found his way out of the labyrinth and 
to his loved one by following the string which he had carried with him into the 
labyrinth. Perhaps this was not the most direct route in terms of distance, time, or 
effort, but it was the only sure way he had of escaping. Likewise our rats found that by 
sticking to the outside pathways they more readily achieved the goal." * 

This simple statement represents one of those anomalies in the history of science that 
always merits mention, though in mentioning it we most certainly do not mean to discredit 
Dr. Waters' excellent experimentation, 

__________ 

*Perhaps rats running along a wall are less likely to be hit. 
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much less Dr. Waters' admirable cautiousness about the principle of least work. We merely 
call attention to the fact that the case of Theseus suffices to disprove the Gengerelli-Tsai 
principle of least work that Dr. Waters was trying to establish, and inadvertently provides 
instead an excellent example of least average probable rate of work (or our Least Effort) 
which we believe is the correct minimum. 

But to continue, in 1943 Dr. C. L. Hull 12 in his Principles of Behavior set forth three 
postulates that relate to reactive inhibitions, on the basis of which he developed a corollary 
law of less work (p. 294) as follows:  

"If two or more behavior sequences, each involving a different amount of work 
(W), have been equally well reinforced an equal number of times, the organism will 
gradually learn to choose the less laborious behavior sequence leading to the 
attainment of the reinforcing state of affairs."  

Hull's principle of less work was based upon the research of those whom we have 
already discussed above, and upon that of Dr. R. S. Crutchfield's study of "Psychological 
Distance as a Function of Psychological Need." 13 In 1944, a year after Hull's publication, Dr. 
M. E. Thompson in "An Experimental Investigation of the Gradient of Reinforcement in Maze 
Learning" 14 provided a further excellent set of observations in support of Hull's corollary 
principle of less work. 15 

Hull's corollary principle, as stated by him, seems, like that of Tsai's, to be also a 
corollary of our Principle of Least Effort, as will be apparent from our demonstration. Thus, 
for example, when there are two or more possible courses of activity from one given point-
moment to another given point-moment, for which the prerequisites are the same and of 
which the consequences are the same, then theoretically the course of least work will be 
adopted, since this course is also the course of Least Effort. We mention this consideration 
because many of the phenomena of speech, if viewed in isolation over a short period of 
time, will be found to conform to Hull's corollary of less work. The same would seem to 
apply to many other restricted experimental situations.* 

In addition to the above approach by experimental psychologists, of which the 
foregoing account is only a barest outline, there was the general theoretical study of 
"vectorial analysis" by Kurt Lewin in his Principles of Topological Psychology. 16 This study, 
though stimulating to read, suffered both from a paucity of supporting data and from the 
lack of a satisfactory theory to account "vectorially" for the progression of a person from one 
situation to the other. On the other hand, the gifted experimentalists, Drs. J. F. Brown and A. 
C. Voth, have observed instances of "topological vectors" in the field of vision. 17 Nor should 
we fail to mention, if only in passing, the extremely interesting observations of the social 
behavior of ants as made by the topological psychologist and biologist, Dr. T. C. Schneirla. 18 

 

__________ 

*See, for example, O. H. Mowrer and H. M. Jones, "Extinction and Behavior Variability as Function of 
Effortfulness of Task"; 

20
 J. E. De Camp, "Relative distance as a factor in the white rat's selection of a path," 

21
 

etc. 
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The writer's publications in the field of the dynamics of behavior began in 1929, in 
which cases of least work were found in the speech process. 19  

The foregoing outline is by no means complete. In the following chapters we shall 
discuss in detail the observations of other investigators, including those of sociologists, 
which for that reason are not included above. The above outline serves to suggest both the 
increasing interest on the part of objective scientists in the topic of biosocial dynamics, and a 
growing feeling of the urgent need for a single unifying biosocial principle. 

Only by venturing to set up general unifying principles for others to criticize and to 
prune and to restructure, even as those persons we have just mentioned have ventured and 
are venturing to do -and as we shall also attempt to do- may we hope, I believe, ultimately 
to disclose the desired principle.  

VI. PROSPECTUS  

In the foregoing pages we have presented a preliminary orientation into the nature 
and scope of the Principle of Least Effort, as well as a short summary of the earlier studies of 
the principle of least work in animal behavior. Let us now present a brief outline of the main 
steps of our own ensuing demonstration. 

Some pages back we pointed out that the Principle of Least Effort will theoretically 
govern the behavior both of the individual and of the collective group. For convenience we 
shall divide our demonstration, therefore, into two parts, with Part One devoted to a study 
of the least effort of individual behavior, and Part Two to that of collective behavior. 

We also mentioned that the organization and behavior of speech offered an excellent 
example of the general economy of tools-and-jobs. For that reason, our demonstration in 
Part One will begin with a study of speech.  

The eight chapters of Part One fall in general into three rough groups: Chapters 2-4; 
Chapters 5-6; and Chapters 7-8.   

The first group begins in Chapter 2 with a study of words and their meanings from the 
viewpoint of the speaker. Here we shall attempt to show both the presence of an economy 
of work and the even distribution of that work over time. In short, we shall approach the 
problem of Least Effort from the angle of the even distribution of minimized work over time. 

In Chapter 3 we shall consider the case of formal semantic balance in which tools and 
jobs become altered in order to effect a more economical reciprocal balance, as previously 
suggested. Our discussion in this chapter will be conducted largely in terms of a mechanical 
analogue, called the Tool Analogy, which will serve both to objectify the problem of formal 
semantic balance in speech, and to facilitate a definition of terms. As we disclose the 
principles that govern the forms and functions of speech entities by means of our Tool 
Analogy, it will become evident that these principles will also apply to any set of mechanical 
tools that meet the terms of the Analogy. 

In Chapter 4 we shall study the verbalizations of children in order to  
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show that the principles disclosed empirically will also apply to the development, or 
evolution, of a person's speech. Chapter 4 closes the first group of chapters that are devoted 
to least work. 

The second group begins with Chapter 5, where we view speech as a sensory 
impression upon the auditor instead of as an expression of a speaker. In this chapter we shall 
leave the concept of least work, and turn to a theoretical proof of the Principle of Least 
Effort itself from the accumulated data on speech up to that point. We also shall extend our 
argument about the Least Effort economy of the special case of speech to the Least Effort of 
economy of the entire sensory field. In so doing, we shall attempt to show that our Tool 
Analogy may be accurately descriptive of all biological forms and functions -a consideration 
that will lead to Chapter 6. 

In Chapter 6 we face the problem of an individual's ego that serves as a frame of 
reference to the person's "psychosomatic" system of "tools-jobs." For, as we remember 
from our discussion of John as a system of matter in transit over paths that may themselves 
change, we came upon the ultimate question: "What is John?" Hence in Chapter 6 we shall 
essay a definition of an organism, including John. We shall also examine more precisely the 
terms tools and jobs, as we inquire into the economy of organic evolution. In order to show 
that the Principle of Least Effort applies to the forms-functions of all living organisms and not 
just to man, we shall construct a hypothesis on the basis of the Principle of Least Effort that 
relates to the distribution of biological species, genera, and families over the earth's surface; 
and we shall find from the observations of Dr. J. C. Willis that these are distributed as we 
have predicted from our Principle. Apart from showing that the Principle of Least Effort 
provides a sufficient explanation of all biological evolution (as an alternative to the more 
familiar Darwinian principle of "the survival of the fittest") the demonstration of Chapter 6 is 
also to be noted because it contains our only attempt to show inductively-deductively that 
the Principle of Least Effort applies to the entire biosocial continuum. In the closing parts of 
this chapter we shall attempt to provide a dynamic basis for the drives of the Freudian death 
wish, and "life wish" as defined by ourselves. This will pave the way for Chapter 7, with 
which our third rough grouping of chapters begins.  

Chapter 7 defines what we mean by mind as a system of mentation, as we turn to the 
problem of demonstrating the dynamics of symbolic process (i.e., semantic dynamics). We 
shall begin with an inspection of certain aspects of sexual behavior, with special emphasis 
upon man's sexual bipolarity (i.e., his heterosexual-homosexual balance) which will provide 
the necessary key for an understanding of symbolic process, under which we shall include 
semantics, syntax-semiotics, and semantic dynamics. Thence we shall turn to the problem of 
culture and of a cultural language of which speech is only one small part; in short, we shall 
extend our earlier analysis of speech to all modes of social communication, regardless of 
whether they are verbal or nonverbal. Here we shall arrive at certain problems of semantic 
dynamics that refer to the economy of generic and specific classifications, 
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which we shall study by appealing to certain features of the mental disease known as 
schizophrenia. By the end of this chapter we shall be able to define objectively what we 
mean by the term personality and also by the phrase language and the structure of the 
personality.* 

The inductive-deductive demonstration of the foregoing chapters will be used as the 
basis for a somewhat more relaxed discussion of the economy of the language of dreams 
and of art, with which we shall close Part One. 

In Part Two we shall turn to the economy of human social behavior, for which we have 
laid the groundwork in Part One. Our treatment of the economy of human social behavior 
will be grouped around three main topics. 

The first topic is the economy of geography, which we shall discuss in two chapters 
(Chapters 9 and 10). Chapter 9 will discuss inductively-deductively what is essentially a case 
of stable national equilibrium. Chapter 10 will discuss the problem of unstable intranational 
equilibrium, as well as the problem of stable and unstable international equilibrium. 

Our second topic will be the distribution of economic power and social status, to which 
we shall devote Chapter 11. We shall begin with a consideration of nations as dominance-
systems, and proceed thence to the question of relative dominance in the interactions of 
small groups. 

Our third topic will be that of prestige symbols and vogues, which we shall consider in 
our closing Chapter 12, where we shall also seek to integrate Part Two with Part One. Indeed 
the end of Chapter 12 of Part Two will lead immediately to the very considerations with 
which we shall open our inductive-deductive demonstration in Chapter 2, to which we now 
turn.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

__________ 

* We may also have suggested to the professional mathematician that sufficient data are now available 
for a field that might conceivably be called applied topology. 
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